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For those not in the know, Cynthia Hurley is a legendary importer of French wine based
in Newton, MA. Since her passing in 2012, her husband and daughter have continued her

passion for finding unique wines and bringing them to our table. 

We are featuring two delightful and affordable Bordeaux reds, a Sancerre from the Loire
Valley (Sauvignon Blanc) and a white Chinon (also in the Loire) that balances richness
with crisp acidity that is more complex than the usual Chenin Blanc from the region.

Stop by to sample some iconic French grapes from an iconic Francophile wine
enthusiast. 

All tasting wines 10%this weekend!
 



By Chris Chisholm, CSW

Italian Comfort

Risotto is a year-round kind of dish, but at this time of year a comforting bowl of
mushroom risotto brings together the earthy smells of autumn and the warmth of a
fireplace to take away the chill in the air. And like the steps of building a fire, making a
successful risotto requires a bit of technique and paying attention to how it will develop
in the pan. Your efforts will be rewarded.

As for what to pair with such a simple meal of rice, mushrooms and cheese, a medium-
to-full bodied white wine that has a backbone of acidity is just perfect. I have two Italian
styles in mind, and maybe both are new to you.

Bucci Verdicchio Classico ($19.99)-- Verdicchio (ver-DEE-key-o) is the white grape of
the Marche (mar-KAY) region of central Italy, and Bucci is the undisputed king of
producers. The wine has notes of apple and flowers with medium body and a clean finish
with a hint of almonds. This is a great food wine and one enjoyed with numerous dishes.
At Terra restaurant in Plymouth, try it with their Gemelli pasta tossed with sausage, white
beans and broccoli rabe.

Il Rocchin Gavi ($14.99)-- Made from the Cortese grape, Gavi is a crisp white that gives
off orange aromas. It is a medium bodied wine with hints of citrus and almond, finishing
slightly bitter. 

We have both of these wines available in the shop!

Mushroom Risotto
16 T. unsalted butter (not all may be needed)
1 1/2 - 2 lbs. fresh mushrooms chopped
2 oz dried porchini mushrooms
4 shallots, finely diced to the size of the rice
1 ½ c. Arborio or Carnaroli rice
2 c. dry white wine



2-3 c. stock (chicken, vegetable)
2-3 c. mushroom stock (see below)
Kosher or sea salt
Freshly ground pepper
Parmeggiano Reggiano or Grana Padano cheese
 
Bring 4 cups of water to a boil. Take off the heat and soak dried mushrooms for 15-20
minutes. Strain the liquid and reserve the soaked mushrooms. Add the mushroom stock
to the chicken stock and bring to a low simmer on the stove.

Working in batches, melt 2 tsp of butter at a time and sauté mushrooms until tender,
about 5 minutes. Reserve cooked mushrooms in a bowl while cooking the remaining
batches. Add the chopped reconstituted mushrooms and combine with the rest of the
cooked mushrooms. Set aside.

Heat 4 tablespoon of the butter. When hot and melted, add shallots and a pinch of salt,
and sauté 1-2 minutes until the shallots soften.

Add the rice and toss to coat.  Being careful not to brown the rice, cook it in the butter
until the grains - which are somewhat translucent when uncooked - become opaque and
smell slightly nutty.

Turn the heat to high, add the wine, and cook for 5 minutes. Reduce the heat to medium-
low. Add hot stock by the ladleful, enough to cover the risotto.

Stirring continuously, allow the broth to evaporate by half, replenish the liquid. You know
you need more stock when you run your spoon through the rice and you can see the
bottom of the pan. Cook the risotto slowly, replenishing liquid as needed to the level of
the rice, until the rice is 'al dente.' This means that when you test the doneness of a single
grain of rice, you can feel that the outside of the rice is cooked, and that at the very
center there is some light resistance.

Add the reserved mushrooms and fold into the risotto to rewarm.  Add the grated cheese
and stir. The finished dish should have distinct grains of rice surrounded by a creamy
sauce. Check the salt and adjust with both salt and cheese. Present on plates, garnish
with additional cheese, give a grinding of fresh pepper and serve hot.
 



, This ale has aromast an. It’s an easy drinking winter beer that a malty, bitter finish. 

Rosé Sale Continues - 25% off a large selection of wines!



 





Snug Harbor Wine is excited to offer a mixed six-pack of wines. A hand-selected choice
of wines will be ready for you to pick up at the store. Three whites and three reds from
little-known and under-appreciated areas will be curated from the store inventory to
introduce new grapes, new regions and new styles. There will always be at least one

premium selection in the mix, but all of the selections we hope will be a pleasant
surprise. Take a chance and let us pick some fun wines for you!



Snug Harbor Wine is teaming up with Terra Restaurant in Plymouth at
Cordage Park for a five-course Italian menu on December 5th. Each course is
paired with a selected wine by Ciro Pirone, the Italian Wine Portfolio Manager

from Horizon Beverages. We hope you can join us!

Here is the menu...

Final Days . . . this WILL sellout! Reserve your tickets now - Space is limited!!
 

For more information, please contact Snug Harbor Wine at 781-934-2033
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